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Hi everyone, I’m Scott and today my goal is for you to leave with something 
from a seminar that is actually interesting and provides you with actual 
resources that work in the real world.

Alright let’s start with some live feedback. Here’s our first Zoom Poll. 
Annette is going to throw up a quick poll -  how many professional 
development seminars you’ve been to as a professional or if you’re a 
caregiver or teen let me know how many times you think you’ve looked 
online or talk to someone looking for practical advice and didn’t get 
anything that was helpful.

I don’t know about you but I’ve been to a lot of lousy seminars. Too often 
the presenter is boring or the material is so basic a high school kid could have 
presented it.
-Today I’m going to give you even easier material than that! But I’m here to 
teach you something that has transformed the lives of hundreds of my patients 
and clients and is the single best tool I use to shut down my stinking thinking. 
And the weird thing is that not very many people have heard about this even 
though it’s literally Cognitive Behavioural Therapy 101.



Ya, but how?

 Here’s the thing
- Almost everybody in the 21st Century seems to be dealing with mental 

health issues and allot of the information out there for dealing with this 
is hype or not based on actual science or reality or is being promoted by 
a billionaire with a book deal telling you they understand what you are 
going through.

 - why don’t many of us have a process for dealing with our mental 
health - some of us have had anxiety for 30 years and implement 
exactly zero tools (unless you count wine) for dealing with something 
that impacts our life more than our physical shape, our middle class 
finances, or virtually almost all of the external stimuli in our life

So what do I have to do to deal with major 
mental health issues like  depression, 
anxiety, suicidal thoughts, trauma, and 

ongoing self-harm?



Start with the Bad News - There is no magic pill. 

Contrary to allot of what we hear in social media and on daytime television 
there is no book you can read or class you can take that will heal you from a 
lifetime of trauma or a highly dysfunctional relationship. Mental Health 
doesn’t work like that.  Some of you were at a recent seminar I did where I 
said, -- There is no yoga class or diet or ritual you can perform that will be 
enough to rewrite your neural connections by itself. These things can be 
immensely helpful but…

Mental Health is an inside job. It takes a lot of work to move neural 
pathways around and deal with the trauma of our past and work through all 
the weird and messed up coping mechanisms that are dysfunctional. 

Repeat - Your screwed up coping mechanisms have spent decades molding 
you into your own little normal/dysfunctional self and no amount of colon 
cleansing and yoga and kale is going to change your messed up wiring or 
generations of faulty parenting (yoga is great but it’s not designed to fix a 
major mental health issue)

Ok, enough bad news, lets get to the good stuff.



When you are 
struggling with anxiety 
or depression or 
suicidal ideation or 
hopelessness.

You are literally not in 
your right mind so the 
things that work when 
you are healthy don’t 
work when you are 
mentally or 
emotionally struggling.

The Problem is that few of us learn this stuff growing up. 
Most of us have never been taught about things like cognitive distortions and 
bias, learned coping mechanisms, or neurochemistry 
Here’s the big question - how do you bring yourself back from the edge when 
you lose your objectivity?
- how do you learn how to cope with stress or anxiety or depression, or the fact 
that you are going to die someday?
- how do you learn self-control (impulse control)? 
- how do you move beyond the messed up coping strategies that aren’t 
working and are keeping you sick?
When you are struggling with anxiety/depression/suicidal ideation/hopeless - 
you are literally not in your right mind so the things that work when you are 
healthy don’t work when you are mentally ill. 

That’s our big question for this seminar- Those of you with anxiety or 
struggle with depression, suicidal or self-destructive thoughts, how do 
you move forward out of that?



1. We need 
to learn to 
shut down 

the voices in 
our head - 

grab control 
of our 

thoughts.

So what do I have to do to deal with these major issues - Depression, anxiety, 
suicidal thoughts, and ongoing self-harm?
1. Need to learn to shut down the voices in your head - grab control of 
your thoughts. (extra points if you know who that person is with the monkey 
on his shoulder)

Many of us have learned (incorrectly) that in order to get better we need to 
“feel all our feelings’. This is not actually good mental health advice. What if 
you are feeling suicidal? Should you allow yourself to go there?
- if you are feeling depressed, should you let yourself go down that pit until 
somehow, magically, you will begin to feel better?
- those of you with anxiety, how has letting yourself go over the deep end 
when you are anxious worked for you?

The actual way to deal with extreme thoughts and mental health rabbit holes is 
to begin by taking control of your mind. This is a learned skill, like impulse 
control (we’ll get to that).
There are lots of tools out there - to shut down the narrative but STOPP 
Therapy is perhaps one the best because it uses multiple psychological hacks 
to trick your brain into compliance. It’s basically your one-stop-shop for CBT 
Impulse Control.
But before we go into STOPP Therapy I want to give you a commercial for 



some other tools that you should learn.



STOPP Therapy doesn’t work for everyone but that hardly matters. The thing we learn 
first is that there are many roads to Mecca but no matter what methodology you 
choose you can’t half-ass your way there.
Real change is hard and it takes way more time than most people are willing to 
spend. You’re talking about rewiring neural pathways.

Question - What do you think is the average length of time people go to counselling. 
Let’s do a Zoom Poll
How many months on average do people attend regular 
counselling sessions?
1. 6 months
2. 3 months
3. 1 month
4. 1 year or greater

The answer is 2.5 months. 3 months tops. Ok, second question, no Zoom Poll, how 
long do you think people go to counselling before they start to see 
measurable results?

- Just over 3 months. 
-

Most people go to counselling for 6 or 8 sessions then quit and tell the next person 



who suggests they go to counselling “Been there-done that” 
It didn’t really do much, right?

- Quantitative change takes time and no matter what tools you pick for your 
toolbox it’s important to realize that you get what you pay for. 

The question is, “what are you willing to pay to get over regular panic attacks or 
crippling anxiety?

There are all kinds of awesome tools that I recommend you add to your arsenal. 
It’s all about what works.- 
The goal is to build your own Mental Wellness Toolbox - I have an article on this and 
it’s all over the internet

Into that Toolbox I put the things that work to keep me from losing it - those are the 
tools I constantly employ and practice.

1. Learn Cognitive Distortions - Do you know the 15 Classic Cognitive Distortions 
and the most common cognitive biases

2. Mindful Breathing - Do you know your number?
3. Radical Acceptance.
4. Those DBT and counselling sheet like HALT
5. Neurofeedback
6. Mindfulness
7. Existentialism/Stoicism
8. Perspective changing and building
9. Trauma-informed counselling

10. Cheesy psychological props like my Wisdom Rock
11. Somatic therapies that get you in touch with your space
12. Distraction and Deflection Techniques
13. And my personal favorite WWSS (don’t explain….lol)

Dealing with major mental health issues takes hardcore effort and a bunch of tools in 
your toolbox.

But Today, we’re going to talk about my favorite - STOPP Therapy



https://www.get.gg/docs/STOPP.pdf

The actual way to deal with extreme thoughts and mental health rabbit holes is 
to begin by taking control of your mind. This is a learned skill, like impulse 
control (we’ll get to that).

STOPP Therapy (give out exercise and explain - standard tool for shutting 
down intrusive thoughts)

STOPP is CBT in a nutshell. - Go over with team.

Learn this ONE KEY SKILL and you can start to take control of your emotions 
and your life.

"Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space lies our 
freedom to choose our response. In our response lies our growth and our 
freedom". Viktor Frankl.

STOPP Therapy is based on the idea that there is this small space when you 
can choose how you react. Those few seconds between when that person 
coughs on you in WalMart and how you are going to respond.

LORI



How STOPP Therapy Works
STOPP. - Stop. Take A Breath. Take several deep breaths until you aren’t 
pinging as much.
Stop. Take a breath. Observe. Pull Back. You need to get a different 
perspective and you can’t do that if you can’t control your inner monologue. 
(Stoicism - “the view from above” (observe)) - you learn to take an out-of body 
look at yourself. Observe your emotions from outside - see how depressed or 
anxious or dangerous you are right now - then pull back from those emotions. 
This is a learned skill that most people will never learn because of the 
last letter in STOPP - Practice. Learning this stuff takes hundreds of hours of 
practice. It’s hard for anxious people to reign that in. It’s way easier to freak out 
- and every time you do you teach that neuropathway to be anxious.
You need to rewrite those neuropathways and that takes time and 
practice and input.
Most of us should see a counsellor - for years. 
As we said at the top we have spent our whole lives learning dysfunctional 
ways to cope with stuff and it is going to take a long time to become the jedi 
masters we dream of being.
So get started.



This is a version of the familiar Thought Record Sheets that every counsellor 
in the world has used at one time or another.

It’s a tool to monitor and remind people that they need to do this 50 -100 times 
before they see the success they want.

Here’s how you bring it into your life.
1. Starts with hindsight - I start with clients by getting them to recall two 

times in the past week when they lost it. 
2. Then after doing that 8-10 times they start doing it at home. 
3. You start at home by recording the events and your STOPP steps after 

the event.

(Go through example of the steps involved - ok I lost it….) - Do that 2x/week 
for a month

4. Put the sheet up on your fridge (we’ll talk about that again in a minute)

5. Then one day, after about 3 or 4 months of doing this, you remember to 
do STOPP Therapy DURING your emotional episode.

- It’s like OMG, I’m starting to lose it --- STOPP it!
- And that’s the day you know you are going to win this.



● Get a STOPP wallet card and tape it to your phone. This is my friend Steve’s 
phone.

● Fridge magnet the charts and resource materials to the fridge
● Coquitlam Excel Martial Arts - Manager has it taped to the lip of his desk.
● I carried a version of this card on me for probably 3 years and 2 phones.

As we said near the beginning “you are trying to change your very essence, your 
personality, your belief systems, things that imprinted you since your mom was 
7 months pregnant.”

- I do an entire seminar on the neurological ramifications of trying to 
change your brain - it’s necessary to imprint and employ neuroplasticity 
and that takes time.



And there is an app for everything - anxiety and depression trackers, 
assessments, thought diaries, CBT workouts, mental disorders, guided 
meditations, hundreds of autism apps for every age range.



#1. Get a hold on your thoughts
2. Change the Narrative (“Pull Back” from that emotion)
Our brains are a porridge of cognitive distortions and bias - we have 
learned these coping skills and mental gymnastics for a reason - there is 
a reason for anxiety, for example

- If you are running through the forest being chased by a cougar...
One of the basic tenets counsellors teach says this - change your mind and 
your butt will follow. 
We are tempted to change our outside and hope that this will change 
everything - but that’s a cognitive distortion.
“Wherever you go you take you with you”  (Neil Gaiman The Graveyard Book)
Take someone who keeps dating the wrong person - they think, “this one will 
be different, the last one was a lawyer and this person is blue collar, they’re 
nothing alike”
What happens? Why? (Because they are still wired up a certain way to be 
attracted to certain, often subconscious, things)
Why do I always date controlling men?
Why do I always date angry women? (because you are trying to change your 
circumstances and not your mind

Change your mind first. 
1. You need to change those intrusive thoughts telling you that you will 



1. never get better. 
2. When you are anxious you are firing a million miles an hour and it’s 

mostly bad. 
3. You’re making mountains out of mole hills, you are literally stressing 

yourself out about what might happen, about how bad things are, about 
a dozen  things that probably won’t even happen. 

4. You need to shut that down and change that narrative.

How do I do that? How about STOPP Therapy.
I use those Thought Records. I fight back against those irrational thoughts and 
black and white thinking and Should Statements and Catastrophizing by 
PULLING BACK from those emotions and taking the “view from above”



How To Teach STOPP Therapy:
1. Please don’t teach STOPP Therapy unless you use STOPP Therapy



Take the 30 day challenge!

So here’s your challenge:
I’m holding a follow-up Session for people who have attended my STOPP 
Therapy 101 only in a month. It’s absolutely free, again, and I’m inviting you to 
try STOPP Therapy for 30 days.
Now here’s the funny part - it’s not going to work for you! Are you inspired yet?
 It’s not designed for instant karma but if you do this for a month you will see 
why I am so passionate about this. It forces you to confront your own Mental 
Illness. 
Take the 30 Day Challenge

● Use the Thought Records you can, once again, find at 
getselfhelp.co.uk/www.get.gg

● Record your emotional escalation (sadness/anger/depressive or 
anxious thoughts - I mean heck, some of you wake up at 80% full 
throttle in the morning, you shouldn’t have a problem finding 2-3 times 
you were stressed each week).

● Drink the Koolaid - Put up the reminders, tape a card to your phone, 
watch the cheesy videos, etc.

● Do this until our next meeting and 60-90 of us can do our own 
Psychological Study of how it affects us.

● In a month join me for STOPP Therapy Check-in Session and we’ll go 
even deeper into this and talk about neurochemistry and impulse 

http://getselfhelp.co.uk/www.get.gg


● control and why it’s so hard to quit smoking.
● Sign up link will be coming out soon.



Contact Scott at info@scott-williams.ca

Q&A
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